
 

 

      

On The Start Line – A Month of Racing 
                    The Results are in for 2014/2015 

So, after a fantastic year of running across roads, trails and fells; from point to point to there and 
back again,   the Green and Purple of Meltham AC has been turning heads all across the North in 
the pursuit of silverware.  With the mud of Midgley Moor bringing  the final curtain down it was 
time to do the maths, add up the points and crown the Champions; so Congratulations to Tina 
Crowe and Paul Elliott for the Road and Trail, Gilly Markham and Ray McArthur for the Fell 
Championships and to everyone else who turned up, wore the shirt with pride and raced until they 
burst their legs and lungs. 

     

Racing Like The Wind! 

With the weather playing havoc with the end of season Fell 
calendar, the Windy Hill Fell Race was drafted in to fill the 
place created by the cancellation of Ovenden.  With a 
reputation as being a fast 9 miler, and the novelty of running 
over the motorway bridge, 215 runners huddled together on a 
bitterly cold morning, including 6 from Meltham AC.  The thick 
fog that had covered the drive over had risen somewhat by the 
start, but was still clearly hanging on to the very tops of the 
hills, and after a quick uphill start the pack was soon upon the 
old Roman Road, climbing relentlessly a mile and a half up 

Blackstone Edge.  Visibility was low 
enough to prevent you seeing the 
top, but that may not have been 
such a bad thing as we all dug in, 
just finding enough energy to put a 
burst on for the cameras! 
Giles Bailey took an early lead, with 
Jeff Miller sticking to his heels as 
best he could; with the two Andy’s 
Lang and Hargreaves in the pack 
with Fiona and Ray McArthur.   
Once at the top, and before your 

legs had a chance to adjust to not climbing any more, the 
descent was inviting but very technical, with large stones and 
boulders littering the landscape, although somewhat similar to 
those familiar with the tops around Marsden, the Meltham 
runners started to stretch their legs and start taking some 
places with the wide sections allowing plenty of route choice 
and overtaking.  Before you knew it the Motorway was before 
you and the bridge provided a nice distraction to the tiredness 
as we crashed through 5 
miles, knowing that there’s 
still another fast 4 to come.  
Despite the undulation, it 
really is a flat out finish on 
perfect trails, with the added 
temptation of being able to 
see the finish a long time 
before you actually get there.  The final burst pushed you 
through a gate and into a field, which feels really weird after 
such a long descent, and then a sprint to the funnel.  Giles was 
first home in 72.02 (52nd), with Jeff following in 76.33 (89th).  
Andy Lang scored his first fell points of the season with a 90.52 
(180th) and Andy Hargreaves secured the Fell Handicap  

with 96.00 (194th).  Team McArthur crossed the line together, 
with Fiona taking the FV60 prize with 99.11 (200th), Ray 
finishing just behind 99.59 (201st).   
Overall a really good race and one which we will be looking to 
add to the regular Fell Championship.  Well organised and 
cracking butties, just make sure you get there early for 
parking… 

Tom’s Handicap Success 

Sunday 15th saw 18 early birds lining up for the Winter club 
handicap race, on a surprisingly dry morning.  The Handicaps 
were sealed and handed to club Chairman and official 
timekeeper Mike 
Harrison, who lined us all 
up for a mass start – 
brought forward by the 
unexpected appearance 
of two horses…Andy 
Whitworth flew off into 
an early lead, chased by 
Pete Dukes, Richard 
Tayles, Christian Lloyd, 
Paul Elliott and a flying start from Tom Whitworth.  Any 
concerns of log jams at the stile were not realised as runners 
filed through easily before starting up the main climb of the 
race, which had cut up somewhat with the recent rain, but 
everyone dug deep and few places were swapped over before 
the dash to the sandy path began to stretch the pack out.  
Richard Tayles made his move on the leaders whilst Alice 
Buttle took the lead over Tina Crowe, Ruth Thomas, Sarah 
Brewer, Rachel Tomlinson, Adele Tayles, Rebecca Johnstone 
and Sharon Whitworth as leading lady.  Tom showed some 
fantastic downhill pace in a real tussle with Jeff Miller, whilst 
Nigel Thomas and Benny Tyas kept Tina on track as they 
battled throughout, with John Gray completing the 18, but not 
bringing the same form he brought with him when he won the 
Summer Handicap earlier in the year.  As expected Andy was 
first over the line, followed by Pete and Richard in close 
attendance; Alice led the ladies home, followed by Sarah and 
Tina.  Once the complex handicapping was applied to the 
results there was a surprise for Tom as his fantastic 
performance resulted in an overall win, followed by Alice and 
Richard.  1st and 18th were separated on the day by 11mins 
24sec; with the handicap times ranging over 5mins17secs. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Impressive Turnout at the 10k 

A fantastic 17 runners turned up at the final race of the Road 
and Trail championship on a bitterly cold morning, lining up 
with 536 others for this popular race that takes in some of the 
best road climbs and descents in the local area.  With some 
runners who had shown real class at club, this was going to be 
a great race; and whilst Andy Whitworth 
took an expected lead right from the 
beginning, the battle was on with Pete 
Dukes, Richard Tayles, Paul Elliott and Jeff 
Miller sprinting down Big Valley to the 
challenging climb up into Netherton.  
Richard, Pete and Paul dropped Jeff on the 
climb, whilst Billy Legg came bursting out of 
the pack on the descent to Healy House and 
carried his speed for the rest of the race; 
passing three Meltham vests on his way to a 
44.02 (76th overall).  Ahead Andy Whitworth 
just missed out on a Top Ten finish in the 
final sprint finish (38.25 giving him 11th place), but still took the 
MV45 prize, whilst Richard Tayles impressed yet again with a 
43.15 giving him 58th and demonstrating the kind of form that 
may give him a serious shot at next years’ Championship.   
  Pete managed to keep Paul at bay after swapping places back 
and forth over the last half of the course, with Jeff bridging a 
gap back to a super battle between Martin Bayliss, Alice Buttle 
(running in her Baildon colours on this occasion), Mark Cope 
and ex-Meltham runner Mel Sykes.  Tina Crowe fought her 
asthma in the cold conditions, whilst Ruth Thomas fought all 
the way with Adele Tayles, holding her off by just two seconds 
at the end.  Susan Sheehan displayed some solid form in 

coming home before Jeff Taylor (who 
took the V70 prize), with Sharon 
Whitworth staying ahead of Rachel 
Tomlinson, and John Gray missing the 
hour mark with a 65.54, but also 
missing the hail that managed to stay 
away just long enough for everyone 
to get in and warmed up.  Special 
mention has to go to all the members, 
supporters, families and friends who 
turned out in huge numbers to cheer 

the Meltham contingent on.  There really is nothing like 
someone shouting your name when you’re feeling it the 
hardest, and on such a cold day as well – a big thank you from 
all at OTSL and Meltham AC! 

 

A Hard End To The Fell Season 

The final race of the Fell 
Championship was held at Midgley 
Moor, replacing the cancelled 
Mickleden Straddle.  The forecast 
made for wet racing on already 
muddy ground, although the start 
was actually released in dry, albeit 
cold conditions.  Jeff Miller and 
Andy Hargreaves were the 
Meltham vests on show amongst 
189 other runners and joined the 
charge up the first climb, starting at 
the bottom of a very muddy field. 

A series of stiles spread the pack out as they entered a thick 
moor of heather, which, with its thick wintery stems, tore at 
the exposed legs.  Although a short race, the first two miles 
were constant climbing, before dropping down a steep, narrow 
and rocky path.  With studs already clagged up with thick mud 
it was hard going before hitting the bottom and then darting 
across a road before starting the climb back up.   The last mile 
and a half was a ‘find your own route’ affair back across the 
thick heather fields, before joining back on the path that had 
served as the original climb, and the perilous descent down a 
churned up field to the funnel.  Jeff came back a little 
disappointed in 57.35 (105th) with Andy battling injury in 67.48 
(166th). 

All The Way At Peddars 

The Pedders Way is a recognised national footpath starting at 
Knettishall Heath on the Suffolk/Norfolk boarder to Holme 
Next to The Sea on the North Norfolk coast. A distance of 47 
miles, plus the extra mile the organisers added at the 
beginning, a total of 48miles! It follows an old Roman Road, 
very straight and ran due north.  This ultra is superbly 
organised by Positive Steps Health and Welbeing and took 
place on the last day of January, being billed as a winter ultra, 
this was very proved to be very true weather wise. 
I was very fortunate that my brother lived in Attleborough, a 
very short 20 min drive to the 
start and as he’d done the race 
(his first ultra) last year, had a 
wealth of insider information on 
what to expect and as a bonus 
had agreed to crew for me. 
However, very little map reading 
was needed, as the organisers 
stated at the race briefing ‘follow the acorns and you won’t go 
wrong’.  Up at 6am, a huge bowl of porridge for breakfast and 
off to the start, the temperature at the start was 0°C, a tad 
chilly with no facilities except trees! The race briefing was at 
7:50am prompt with the gun going at 8am sharp. 
The first 10 miles of the route went through Thetford Forest 
following forest tracks, skirting round MoD land (they were 
doing some target practice, but not at me), the route changed 
to fields, tracks and country roads. I arrived at the first aid 
station (12.5 miles) in my target time of 2.5 hours. So far it had 
been reasonably flat and enjoyable.  As with all ultras the aid 
stations are extremely well stocked with; sausage rolls, pork 
pies, cake, sweets and drinks. All ultras are one long moving, all 
day, eat all you can buffet, yum yum!   

The weather up to this point was pleasant but growing 
overcast and not much wind, contrary to what had been 
forecast. Shortly after leaving the weather started to change, 
getting greyer by the minute with the wind starting to pick up. 
This was getting ominous. The route generally followed a 
northerly direction with a nice mix of tracks, some paths and 
more country roads. As the miles passed so the weather got 
worse, snow started with a few flakes to a full-on blizzard, 
turning my running kit from black to white! During the blizzard, 
whilst running down a road (completely covered in snow), a 
car pulled alongside, window came down and I thought oh 
dear what now. The driver and passenger asked me if I wanted 
a lift, my reply was ‘no thanks I’m in a race. Best of luck’ came 
the reply and off they drove.  Aid station 2 was at the very 

 

 

 

 



pleasant hamlet of Castle Acre at 26 miles. Running down a hill 
I spotted the ruins of a monastery, probably one of the 
casualties of the reformation, it also has a castle (which I didn’t 
see). It was at this point I spotted my brother, having ridden 
from the finish to meet me half way. To keep warm he’d done 
a few hill reps whilst waiting. Time was slipping away and I was 
outside my target time and not much chance of finishing 
before it became dark. Plus 
this is where the hills start. 
What hills might you say, 
this is Norfolk which is 
renowned for being flat.  
This aid station this had the 
added bonus of soup, hot 
drinks and sandwiches to 
supplement the cake, 
sausage rolls etc. One 
fantastic feature was the date balls. 

Suitably refuelled and filling up the camelback (I’d drunk 2L on 
that section), a swap of gloves to what I thought were my 
waterproof gloves, (eventually proved they weren’t) I was and 
on my way.  At this point there are three things of note; the 
wind had picked up from the north, the snow had turned to 
rain and the hills were very much in evidence.  With 
instructions to follow the path in the fields, not go on the road 
for the next mile, I managed to pass a few people, only to be 
overtaken when I stopped to put on my waterproof over 
trousers. Normally I wouldn’t wear them, but my legs were in 
danger of being two frozen sticks as the leggings were now 
soaked and letting the wind through. The frozen feeling in my 
legs matched my frozen hands!  The going had changed from 
moderate to sticky, it was either taking your luck in the ruts 
with snow and water or slip sliding away on the edge or 
middle. With my waterproof trousers constantly sliding down, 
my waterproof gloves now water logged and frozen fingers 
again was all very enjoyable and you might say character 
building!!  

 The pace now consisted of running, trotting and speed 
walking. Having caught up a small group I tagged along as they 
matched my pace and the company was great. We all agreed 
that the weather had turned from horrible to grim.  The final 
aid station was a welcome sight at 35 miles, but totally in the 
open with the magnificent volunteers vainly trying to keep the 
goodies dry with a large plastic sheet. I had a mug of tea with 
loads of sugar, some cake and amusingly being fed a gel like a 
baby, I couldn’t open the gel case! My brother forced me to 
move out and on to the final leg a small matter of 13 miles to 
go. The paths or tracks still went upwards and in a dead 
straight line, slip sliding away. There was some respite from 
the wind when hedges blocked the wind. When it got dark, a 
brief stop for head torch and reflective vest, I got very cold 
again.  Finally we found a very welcome sight a road sign 
proclaiming ‘beach ¾ mile’. Getting to the beach was great, but 
the organiser had added a final twist. On the beach there was a 
post with a book tied to it, you had to tear a page out of the 
book and present it at the finish. The only problem now was to 
retrace our steps ½ mile back up the road, turn left, past a pub 
selling food etc and into the finish at the village hall. There, on 
production of the page we were given our medals and T-shirts, 
get fed and watered, did I mention cake?  Two of the ladies in 

our group were first time ultra runners and what conditions 
they’d endured. 

When you look at the route on a map, you could put a ruler 
against it and marvel how the Roman road engineers manage 
to keep it virtually dead straight. It was approximately 90% off 
road and if the weather had been kind, the views I’m sure 
would have been wonderful, but this is winter and nice 
weather is something you can’t take for granted. It also was a 
good test for me to see how good or bad I felt during and when 
I’d finished. Very pleasantly I could have gone on for much 
longer and was good preparation for the first of my major 
ultras starting in May.  This is a fantastic ultra to take part in, as 
with all the other ultras I’ve entered it was superbly organised 
and it came as no surprise that the organiser was an ultra 
runner himself, having completed the Ring of Fire last year, it 
was on this ultra he got the idea for the page from the book.  
(Thanks to Nick Thompson) 

Mentioned in Despatches 

 May’s Dovestone Diamond has already Sold Out – please 
contact the organisers to be put on the reserve list if you 
didn’t manage to get in. 

 Penny Ditchfield took the FV35 prize at the Liversedge Half, 
with a 1.29.28 giving her 59th overall in this popular Half 
Marathon.  Steph Bailey followed on with a 1.51.46 (272nd); 
Hayley Lomas was a minute back with 1.52.49 (288th); 
Simon Edwards crossed the line with future Meltham AC-er 
Gemma Edwards together in 2.54.27 (479th and 480th) 

 Mark Hoath was back out with his compass for the 
anticipated New Chew Long race, battling the conditions 
and the constant temptations for selfies, to finish with his 
partner James Stables in 38th overall – 3hours and 53mins in 
the elements. 

 Don’t forget the 2015/2016 Season kicks off straight away 
with the Ian Roberts Fell Race, and all your Parkrun results 
will go towards our inaugural Parkrun Championship – just 
remember to link your ID to Meltham AC. 
 

Been racing?  O.T.S.L. want to know all about it – email: 
jeffmilleruk@hotmail.comPhotos and race reports are 
both welcomed and encouraged.  Follow Meltham AC on 
Facebook for the latest results.Keep training, keep 
racing and we’ll see you all next month - On The Start 
Line… 

Upcoming Races - March 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

23rd – Yorkshire Vets (Honley) 

FELL CHAMPIONSHIP 

08TH – Ian Roberts (Marsden) 

30th – Trunce 1 

PARKRUN CHAMPIONSHIP 

7th, 14th, 21st and 28th 

 

 


